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dhfvxz60vbqjylxjxtez0n82rj6krsgfqzs8hz0z7vThe response by

Michael Cohen was a classic Trumpian tantrum. We’ve seen this
before. When confronted by a petty, aggressive demand from a
subordinate, he has become a master of redirection, launching

personal attacks on the aggresor, while taking a black-and-white,
Clintonian view of the world. AD AD “That’s not my client,” Cohen
said to prosecutors, referring to the hulking figure of Donald Trump

in the seat next to him. “I can’t represent Donald Trump.” He has
represented himself in open court, and he has received a pardon from

Trump for his crime. As he explained to federal prosecutors in the
Southern District of New York, he would be wrong to do business

with the president. “Mr. Trump is a person who grabs and grabs and
grabs,” Cohen said, in a shouting voice. “It’s what he’s always done.”

The words he uttered echo the words that accompanied the
president’s threats and vicious attacks on Omarosa Manigault

Newman. That’s called “bluster,” or “hot air.” It’s also a declaration
that the attack is going nowhere. It’s the sort of thing that a less

sophisticated person might call a bluff. Cohen, who built a career as a
fixer, knows that the Washington Post, NBC, CNN, the New York
Times and any of the other outlets with which he must do business
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have all resources at their disposal, and that the outcome will be
neither a spin or a scuffle. It will be a defamation suit, if not a

countersuit, filed by one of the aggressed parties. AD AD
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